
 TYPED OR PRINTED NAME(LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE) SSAN GRADE  

 ORDANIZATION/LOCAL ADDRESS AF INSTALLATION 

 

INCIRLIK AB 

STATE(HOST NATION)OF 
LOCATION(INCLUDE ZIP CODE) 

ADANA 

 

 MINIMUM LIMITS OF LIABILITY COVERAGE SPECIFIED BY FINANCIAL RESPONSIBLILTY,COMPULSORY INSURANCE, 
OR NO FAULT INSURANCE LAWS OR REGULATIONS OF STATE IDENTIFIED ABOVE 

 

 PERSONAL LIABILITY EACH PERSON PERSONAL LIABILITY EACH ACCIDENT PROPERTY DAMAGE LIABILITY  

 VEHICLES  

 MAKE YEAR MODEL STYLE COLOR LICENSE PLATE NO. STATE  

      

. 
 

TR 

 

 

 

DEROS: 

Turkish tax ID #: 

 

 

DL#: 

 

 

 

VIN #: 

REMARKS 

Local Address: 

    

 AUTHORITY: 10U.S.C. 3101 EO 9397 
PRINCIPLE PURPOSE: Indicates individual certification as to compliance with appropriate state privately owned vehicles financial responsibility laws. 

ROUTINE USES: Proves a record for control of privately owned vehicles which are authorized to operate on an Air Force installation. The SSAN is used for further identification of the 
individual and for retrieving information form files. Routine use could include disclosure to other investigatory authorities. 

DISTCLOSURE IS VOLUNTARY: Failure to provide the information to include SSAN will result in an individual being unable to operate a privately owned vehicle on the installation. 

 

 

AF533, 19841201 PREVIOUS EDITIONS WILL BE USED CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE‐PRIVATE MOTER VEHICLE REGISTRATION 

 

CERTIFICATE OF INDIVIDUAL ELIGIBLE TO REGISTER VEHICLE 
I hereby certify that: 

1. I understand that persons who are allowed to drive on an Air Force installation are deemed to have consented to a chemical test (Blood‐alcohol test, 
breathalyzer, or urinalysis) to ascertain the alcohol or other drug content of their blood when they are cited or apprehended on base for a traffic violation 
and intoxication or use of drugs is suspected. I understand that a refusal by anyone operating my vehicle to take a chemical test when requested to do so 
by the police will normally result in a one year revocation of base driving privilege. 

2. As a condition for registration and operating the motor vehicle(s) listed on the form on an AF installation— 
a. I now comply and will continue to comply with the financial responsibility, compulsory insurance, or no‐fault insurance requirements of the state or 

country identified on the front of this form. 
b. I now comply and will continue to comply with applicable state and AF requirements for motor vehicle registration and inspection. 
c. I now possess and will continue to possess a valid operator’s license and so will every other authorized operator of the vehicle or vehicles. 

3. I will remove(and surrender and destroy as required) all AF registration identification form my vehicle or vehicles upon normal expiration of identification, 
if my registration privileges are terminated for cause, if I become disqualified for USAF private motor vehicle registration, or when I dispose of my vehicle. 

4. I am aware that AFR 125‐14 and the installation traffic regulations provide for the removal and temporary impoundment of private motor vehicles that are 
parked illegally for unreasonable periods, disabled by accident, left unattended in a restricted or controlled area or abandoned, and I agree to reimburse 
the United States for the cost of towing and storage should my motor vehicle(s), because of such circumstances, be removed and or impounded. 

5. I understand that willfully making false statements in the certificate I may be prosecuted under Title 18, United States Code, and Section 1001 or may 
subject me, if a military member, to disciplinary action under the Uniform Code of Military Justice and will result in withdrawal of the registration of all 
vehicles referred to on this form. 

DATE SIGNATURE 

AF533, 19841201 (REVERSE) 
In addition to AF Form 533, I hereby acknowledge the following statements. “I am aware the AFI 31‐204 USAFE Incirlik Sup., Air Force Motor Vehicle Traffic 
Supervision, and the Installation traffic code provide for the removal and temporary impoundment of privately owned vehicles parked illegally for unreasonable 
periods, interfering with military operations, creating a safety hazard, disabled by incident, left unattended in a restricted or controlled area, or abandoned. I agree 
to reimburse any agency or contractor for the cost of towing, storing and disposing of my motor vehicle if it is lawfully removed and impounded.” I am aware that 
under NATO SOFA agreements, I am not to allow any person, other that my dependents or immediate family members, to operate my motor vehicle under any 
circumstance, on or off the installation. I understand that my vehicle may be impounded by Turkish Law Enforcement if I am found to be in violation of this 
agreement, and I may be subject to import taxes from which I was exempt upon the shipment of my vehicle into Turkey. I am aware that upon receipt of my 
registration plates. I am to attach them to the front and rear bumper of my vehicle. I am not authorized to operate my vehicle on or off the installation without 
them attached to my vehicle. It is not authorized to operate my motor vehicle with the registration plates displayed in the front or rear windows IAW AFI 31‐204 
USAFE Incirlik Sup., Air Force Motor Vehicle Traffic Supervision 3.1.18, and the Installation traffic code. 

 

Signature/Date  

 

12/2/2013 


